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Abstract— Development of a feature ranking method based 

upon the discriminative power of features and unbiased 

towards classifiers is of interest.  We have studied a consensus 

feature ranking method, based on multiple classifiers, and have 

shown its superiority to well known statistical ranking methods.  

In a target environment such as a medical dataset, missing 

values and an unbalanced distribution of data must be taken 

into consideration in the ranking and evaluation phases in 

order to legitimately apply a feature ranking method.  In a 

comparison study, a Performance Index (PI) is proposed that 

takes into account both the number of features and the number 

of samples involved in the classification. 

 
Keywords-feature ranking; feature selection; consensus 

ranking; heterogeneous classifier ensemble; missing value; class 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that the prediction accuracy of practical 

machine learning algorithms degrades when faced with 

many features that are not necessary for predicting the 

desired output [1]. “Feature selection”, the removal of 

irrelevant features in a dataset, not only circumvents the 

curse of dimensionality but also makes the learning process 

faster and the model simpler. It also facilitates data 

visualization and data understanding while reducing 

measurement and storage requirements [2].  

Another aspect of feature selection is achieving a better 

understanding of the data important to particular domains 

such as medicine. Discovering which medical tests have 

higher diagnostic value than the others is valuable. In such 

domains, the accuracy of a classifier is also important. A 

high number of false negatives might deprive some patients 

from the required attention, while a high false positive rate 

will cause unnecessary concern and a waste of medical 

resources. 

A closely related concept to feature selection is “feature 

ranking”, which is sometimes regarded as a relaxed feature 

selection method. Feature ranking involves the sorting of 

features according to a “feature quality index” that reflects 

the relevance, information, or discriminating capability of 
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the feature [3].  

Most feature ranking methods are based on statistical 

measures. Otherwise, the prediction accuracy of a feature is 

considered as a ranking score by using only a single 

classifier, similar to the wrapper approach [1].  Imprecise 

results, computational complexity and overfitting of a 

feature subset to a specific classifier have prompted new 

approaches that use modifications of ensemble methods and 

consensus decisions for feature ranking. In most consensus 

methods, statistical measures are combined.  In the ensemble 

methods, a single classifier is used to evaluate the 

performance of a feature.  This again either does not utilize 

the power of classifiers to find features with the highest 

classification accuracy or causes the ranking results to be 

biased towards a specific classifier.  In this paper, we 

combine the results from multiple classifiers to mitigate such 

problems. 

We have studied five of the best known classifiers and 

applied the method to rank medical features in a clinical 

database of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and their 

surgical results called Human Brain Image Database System 

(HBIDS) [4].  Like many other medical datasets, HBIDS 

contains a large number of attributes and a relatively small 

number of data records [3].  Moreover, not all of the medical 

tests are performed for every patient, which leaves the data 

with many missing values.  Another common problem with 

most medical datasets similar to HBIDS is the 

disproportionate representation of the target cohort and that 

of a comparative control population. 

To mitigate the missing value problem in critical domains 

as in medical applications, one should not negatively affect 

accuracy and reliability of the classifier by fabricating and 

estimating the data.  Therefore, to study the predictive power 

of a specific feature, we only use patients that have a value 

for that feature in their records and eliminate those patients 

without.  The elimination of certain instances from the 

dataset may adversely affect data distribution.  To tackle the 

unbalanced distribution problem, we have evaluated the 

feature performance based on the area under receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) instead of the 

classification accuracy. 

The main question addressed in this paper regards 
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establishing whether consensus feature ranking outperforms 

traditional methods and whether it would be unbiased 

towards classifiers in an environment with missing values 

and unbalanced distribution.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

Some of the methods related to consensus feature ranking 

are highlighted in this section. Certain methods focus on 

medical datasets which is our main target environment. 

However, the methods described below either do not utilize 

classifiers as ranking measures or, use only a single 

classifier for ranking features. They also do not consider 

missing values and unbalanced data distribution, or study the 

bias of the consensus method towards specific classifiers. 

Group method of data handling (GMDH)-based feature 

ranking for medical data uses the GMDH learning algorithm 

to automatically select the optimal predicting features at 

different levels of user specified model complexity [3]. ROC 

is used to evaluate the classifier performance.  

Makrehki and Kamel [5] combined feature rankings for 

text classification. The feature ranking measures were 

considered as voters and features as candidates. Two Borda 

techniques, the Fuzzy and Nash voting methods, are 

examined on multiple feature ranking measures. Final ranks 

are evaluated using a support vector machine (SVM). By 

comparing the minimum and maximum performance of 

single feature rankings to those of the combined ranking, it 

was shown that combined feature ranking offered a reliable 

result, independent of the voting schema.  

Chrysostomou et al [2] used a wrapper-based decision tree 

(WDT) to overcome the problem of bias of traditional 

wrappers. The WDT combines multiple classifiers and uses 

a decision tree to visualize the relationships among the 

features. Four different classifier families are considered in 

this study. The wrapper and the 10-fold cross validation are 

applied in this method in the Waikato environment for 

knowledge analysis (WEKA) [6]. The score of a feature 

given by a classifier ranges from zero (the feature is not 

selected at all) to ten (the feature is always selected by the 

cross validation). The median function is used to combine 

the results of different classifiers. Performance of the 

selected feature subset is evaluated using a SVM classifier.  

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In this study, we assess the effectiveness of consensus 

feature ranking from two perspectives to establish whether 

this method performs better than the traditional ranking 

methods by comparing it with well known information gain 

and chi-square statistics feature rankings, and single 

classifier feature rankings. For these comparisons, we have 

proposed a performance index suitable for datasets with 

many missing values. The other goal is to examine the 

consensus feature ranking with several classifiers to observe 

any bias from consensus feature ranking towards any 

specific classifier. Five of the most widely used classifiers 

are included in this study both in ranking and evaluation 

phases. In this section, our method's overall framework, 

ranking measure, ensemble function, and evaluation 

technique are explained. 

A. Framework 

In our method, each feature is individually assessed with a 

single classifier and scored based on its classification 

performance. In order to avoid fabrication of data instances, 

prior to applying a classifier on the data, the instances that 

had a missing value in the considered feature are eliminated 

from the dataset.  

The scores from several sources are combined into a 

single consensus score. The features are then sorted and 

ranked based on this consensus scoring. At the evaluation 

phase, feature subsets are formed by selecting α number of 

top-ranking features. The subsets are evaluated based on 

their classification accuracy using 10-fold cross validation 

with multiple classifiers and their performance index is 

calculated based on the results. 

We use the notations summarized in Table I to describe 

the methods used in our framework. The framework is 

implemented using the WEKA [6] open source software 

codes in JAVA. The overall schema of our method is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schema of the proposed ranking and evaluation method.  

 

 

TABLE I.         NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

Symbol Description 

  Subset of features in the dataset containing              
where   may contain any  number of features from all 

the features in the dataset to only one feature     

       Number of all instances or samples in the dataset for 
feature set F 

       Number of all attributes or features in the feature set F 

  Set of classifiers containing              where       

means applying the classifier    on the samples of feature 

set   

       Function that removes all the null values from   

           Area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

curve when applying the classifier    to the dataset only 

containing the features from  . ACC could be used 
instead of AUC to indicate accuracy 

           Selected top n number of features from F based on the   
criterion which may be accuracy, AUC, or a ranking 
methods 

   

   

 

Ensemble 

Function 

(Scores) 

…
    

 

Remove 

Missing 
Value 

Select top α Evaluate with    
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B. Ranking Measure 

We use multiple classifiers as a tool to perform the 

rankings. Since classification accuracy is sensitive to 

unbalanced distributions, we evaluate predictive power of 

each feature based on the area under the ROC curve (AUC) 

[7]:  

                                            (1) 

C. Ensemble Function 

In order to rank the features, we use the ranking scores 

from different ranking measures, combine them using an 

ensemble function and sort (rank) the features accordingly. 

Our preliminary studies show that superior performance is 

achieved when using the mean as the ensemble function. 

Therefore, in order not to complicate the study, we only 

consider the mean as the ensemble function. The ensemble 

function can be written as the following where FS is the 

ensemble score. 

       
                     

      
                       (2) 

D. Evaluation Technique  

A common method used to evaluate feature ranking is to 

select α features from the top of the ranked features and test 

the predictive power of this feature subset with a classifier 

via cross validation. We measure the predictive accuracy of 

each subset using different classifiers and 10-fold cross 

validation. The evaluation can be written as (3) where α is 

the number of top ranking features included in the feature 

subset and φ is the ranking method. 

                                           (3) 

The AUC can also be used instead of accuracy in (3). 

However, in our preliminary studies, a significant difference 

was not observed in the outcome of this phase when using 

either one. Therefore, we only report the accuracy results. 

As mentioned earlier, to handle the problem of many 

missing values without highly affecting the results, we 

eliminate the samples with missing values. However, in our 

test environment, the samples that have all of the features are 

not many. To use the maximum possible instances for each 

feature subset, we use the samples that have all the values 

for only the features in the subset and not for all the features 

in the dataset.  

In such a case, the number of instances varies for each 

feature subset. For example, the samples which have a value 

for both         might not have all the values for           . 

This makes it hard to compare the ranking methods with 

different numbers of feature subsets. The situation is worse 

when considering that subsets with the same number of 

features might also have a different number of instances, 

since different feature ranking methods generate different 

feature subsets.  

To tackle the above problem, we propose a merit that 

considers the number of features and the number of 

instances and calculate the overall performance of a feature 

ranking. The calculated value which we call performance 

index (PI) is computed by equation (4) which is the 

weighted average of the classification accuracies of the 

subsets containing only one feature to that of the subset 

containing N features. 

        

  
     

   

     
   

               
   

  
     

   

     
   

  
   

      

where                      

A consideration in this formula is that the ranking 

methods that achieve a higher accuracy with fewer features 

and more instances are preferable. For this reason, the 

number of features appears in the weight factor as       
   

  

and the number of instances as      
   

. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The dataset used in the following experiments is from the 

Human Brain Image Database System (HBIDS) developed 

in the Radiology Department of Henry Ford Hospital [4]. 

The dataset contains medical data of epilepsy patients. The 

main task in this dataset is a binary classification that 

predicts the patients’ lateralization (side of abnormality). 

The database contains 197 medical features and 146 patients. 

We compare the ranking of the features from the 

consensus method with the rankings from the information 

gain and chi-square statistics ranking methods using the 

formula (4). The five classifiers used in these experiments 

are decision tree (DT), naïve Bayes (NB), support vector 

machines (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and 

multilayer perceptron (MLP).  

        of the consensus ranking, information gain and 

chi-square statistic are calculated for             . In 

some subsets with more than eighteen features, evaluating 

with 10-fold cross validation is not possible due to the 

number of instances being less than ten. 

The results are plotted in the charts presented in Figure 2 

and Figure 3. In Figure 2a, SVM is used as the φ in formula 

(4). The overall performance of the consensus ranking is 

better than the other methods while the information gain and 

chi-square statistics ranking perform similarly. Note that for 

the SVM classifier, the consensus ranking has gathered the 

most informative features at the top, where after the first few 

features, adding more features does not have much 

improvement effect. On the other hand, the PI for the 

information gain and chi-square increases at a higher rate 

towards the end. This means that there are informative 

features in the middle of the list.   

(4) 
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Figure 3a shows the accuracy of different subsets 

containing the top α features from the consensus ranking 

method when evaluated with SVM using (3); α is varied 

from 1 to 18. In order to show the overall performance of the 

consensus ranking method from another perspective, two 

other guidelines are drawn in Figure 3. The line at the top 

and the bottom are the maximum and the minimum possible 

accuracies that could be achieved at a point, using different 

ranking methods. A point in the diagram corresponds to a 

number of features in the feature subset. For the minimum 

and maximum possible accuracies, we have also included 

the single classifier rankings in addition to the three ranking 

methods in Figure 2 to demonstrate the performance of the 

consensus ranking method with respect to the minimum and 

maximum possible accuracies that could be achieved using 

the same number of features in a feature subset. The 

minimum and maximum values are formulated as: 

                                      (5) 

where φ   {consensus, info-gain, chi-square, SVM, MLP, 

KNN, DT, NB} and τ   {min, max}. 

Although variation of the number of instances in subsets 

with the same number of features will affect the 

performance, Figure 3a demonstrates that the consensus 

ranking method generates near maximum classification 

accuracy, especially for the first few of the highly ranked 

features.   

The same experiments are repeated using MLP as the 

evaluating classifier. The PIs in Figure 2b demonstrate that 

again the consensus ranking method outperforms the other 

two methods. The same behavior is observed with higher 

number of features. Figure 3b demonstrates the accuracy of 

the consensus feature ranking method evaluated by MLP. 

Note that the same consensus ranking evaluated with the 

SVM generated reasonably good overall performance with 

both classifiers. 

In the next studies, the consensus ranking and other 

ranking methods are evaluated using NB and KNN (with 

K=3) classifiers; Figure 2c and 2d demonstrate the PI of the 

three ranking methods. Figure 3c and 3d show the overall 

accuracy of the consensus ranking method using NB and 

KNN classifiers. At most of the points, the consensus 

ranking method performed well with near maximum 

accuracy. It is interesting to note that in Figure 2d, although 

the chi-square statistics method did not have a good 

performance in ranking of the first feature, it outperformed 

the information gain method in the next ranked features.  

The ranking methods are also evaluated via DT as the last 

classifier. The performance indices of the methods are 

shown in Figure 2e. Although the overall performance of the 

consensus ranking method is better than the other two, the 

margin between them is lower than the other classifiers. 

Another noticeable behavior of this classifier is the finding 

that the PIs of the consensus ranking method for the second 

and third point are lower than that of the first point.  This 

means that the first feature is ranked well but the second and 

third features are not. The same behavior is shown in the 

accuracy chart presented in Figure 3e. The first feature is 

ranked perfectly and then some other related features are 

ranked from four to six. However, the rest of the ranked 

features do not contribute to the accuracy of the classifier. 

With regards to the minimum and maximum values, it is also 

notable that the overall performance of the DT classifier is 

not as good as the other classifiers used in our experiments.  

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In these studies, with a proposed weighted performance 

measure and classification accuracy, it has been shown that 

the consensus ranking method outperforms two commonly 

used ranking methods in data mining and machine learning. 

The minimum and maximum prediction accuracies of these 

methods along with (not combined) single classifier ranking 

have also been presented. 

In general, the consensus ranking method prioritized the 

more informative features appropriately. In both the PI and 

accuracy charts, the current method provided more reliable 

results on subsets with small numbers of features. As a 

feature subset became more populated, classification 

accuracy remained at a level approximating that generated 

by other methods, indicating exclusion of completely 

irrelevant features in the studied portion. 

The consensus ranking methods always performed 

consistently and no significant bias towards a single 

classifier was observed. However, the consensus ranking 

showed slightly better performance results when evaluated 

with NB and KNN classifiers. Evaluation with SVM and 

MLP demonstrated inferior results than the other two 

mentioned classifiers. The ranking performed worst with DT 

classifier.   
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(a) Evaluation with SVM classifiers. 

 
(b) Evaluation with MLP classifiers. 

 
(c) Evaluation with NB classifiers. 

 
(d) Evaluation with KNN classifiers. 

 
(e) Evaluation with DT classifiers. 

 
Figure 2. PI of the ranking methods.  

 
(a) Evaluation with SVM classifiers. 

 
(b) Evaluation with MLP classifiers. 

 
(c) Evaluation with NB classifiers. 

 
(d) Evaluation with KNN classifiers. 

 
(e) Evaluation with DT classifiers. 

 
Figure 3. Classification accuracy of the consensus ranking method. 
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